
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE INCIDENT REPORT
INSTRUCTIONS

the department of social services prohibits the unauthorized use or disclosure of protected health information (phi). if you believe an
unauthorized use or disclosure of phi or a breach of unsecured phi has occurred, complete this form and forward by fax or e-mail to
your divisional privacy officer and local or divisional information security officer. for more information, refer to dss policy 5-103
(hipaa protected health information).

INCIDENT REPORTER INFORMATION
name (printed) signature date report completed

position division/work address

telephone number fax number supervisor

INCIDENT INFORMATION
1. does incident involve information maintained bY or on behalf of dss?

Yes  no  unknown
2. does incident involve information in an electronic format?

Yes      no      unknown
If no or unknown, complete this form and forward to the divisional privacy officer.
If yes, complete this form and forward to the dss security officer, divisional privacy officer and report to the dss help desk.

2a. If yes, was electronic information involved encrypted?  Yes  no  unknown
3. was the incident the result of an action bY a dss emploYee, intern or volunteer?

Yes  no  unknown      If yes, identify the dss employee, intern or volunteer:
4. identifY the dss division/office/unit involved and provide the name, address and telephone number for the office manager.

5. was the incident caused bY the action of or involvement of another entitY or its emploYee(s)?
Yes     

If yes, identify that entity, its involvement, contact information (address telephone number), and the relationship of 
no      unknown

employee(s), and the
entity with dss (e.g., business associate, contractor, or other):

6. describe incident (what happened) and please include the names and mailing address of the affected individuals. attach additional pages as needed.

7. are there 500 or more individuals involved?
Yes      no      unknown

If known, attach a listing of names of individual(s) whose information is involved.
8. date(s) of incident or when discovered
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9. tYpe of information involved in incident

Yes  no    first name or first initial of individual
Yes  no    last name of individual 
Yes  no    name of individual’s relative(s)
Yes  no    name of individual’s household member(s)
Yes  no    home street address
Yes  no    town/city
Yes  no    state
Yes  no    Zip code                        if yes,      full zip code      partial zip code
Yes  no    date of birth                  if yes,      birth     full date of year only      other
Yes  no    telephone number(s)
Yes  no    email address
Yes  no    social security number
Yes  no if yes,      full ss#      or       partial ss# (if partial, which of the 9 digits __________________)
Yes  no    dcn
Yes  no    any other unique identifying number (insurance policy number, financial account number, credit card number, etc.)
Yes  no if yes, what type of number? _______________________________________________________
Yes  no if yes, was the password or security/access code associated with the number?      Yes      no
Yes  no    biometric identifiers (including voice/fingerprints)

es Y no    full face photo and any comparable images
Yes  no    disability code
Yes  no    medical care, treatment or payment information

NOTE: if the incident involved the disclosure of a document, attach a copy or a template, if possible.
10. is the mailing address unavailable for ten or more of the individuals involved?

Yes  no  unknown
11. was law enforcement informed of the situation?

Yes      no      unknown
if yes, identify law enforcement agency and contact information:

if yes, did law enforcement request a delay of notification?  Yes  no  unknown
12. is the information at risk of imminent misuse?

Yes      no      unknown
if yes, explain:

13. has corrective action been taken?
Yes      no      unknown

if yes, what action has been taken?
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